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The nonlinear gravitational-wave memory in binary black hole mergers



Marc Favata Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics University of California, Santa Barbara



What is “memory”? • Generally think of GW’s as oscillating functions w/ zero initial and final values:



• But some sources exhibit differences in the initial & final values of h+,×



What is “memory”? • An “ideal” (freely-falling) GW detector would experience a permanent displacement after the GW has passed---leaving a “memory” of the signal.



• The late-time constant displacement is not directly measureable, but its buildup is. • While the memory’s buildup is in principle measureable in both LIGO and LISA, in LIGO the mirror displacement would not be truly permanent, but in principle LISA could be permanently deformed.



Origin of the memory: Linear memory: (Zel’dovich & Polnarev ’74; Braginsky & Grishchuk’78; Braginsky & Thorne ’87) • non-oscillatory change in the time-derivatives of the quadrupole and higher multipole moments



– Example: unbound (hyperbolic) orbits (Turner ’77)



Origin of the memory: Linear memory: (Zel’dovich & Polnarev ’74; Braginsky & Grishchuk’78; Braginsky & Thorne ’87) • non-oscillatory change in the time-derivatives of the quadrupole and higher multipole moments



– Examples: • • • • •



unbound (hyperbolic) orbits (Turner ’77) Binary that becomes unbound (eg., due to mass loss) Anisotropic neutrino emission (Epstein ‘78) Asymmetric supernova explosions (see Ott ’08 for a review) GRB jets (Sago et al., ‘04)



[Burrows & Hayes ‘96 ]



Origin of the memory: Nonlinear memory: (Christodoulou ‘91 ; see also Blanchet & Damour ‘92) • Contribution to the distant GW field sourced by the emission of GWs



Grav’l wave stressenergy tensor…



…contributes to the changing multipole moments…



…which determines the GW field... …which has a slowly-growing, non-oscillatory piece related to the radiated GW energy.



Origin of the memory: Nonlinear memory: (Christodoulou ‘91 ; see also Blanchet & Damour ‘92) • Contribution to the distant GW field sourced by the emission of GWs



In analogy to the linear memory, the nonlinear memory can be interpreted as arising from changes in the mass quadrupole moment due to the individual radiated gravitons (Thorne ‘92) (just as radiated neutrinos cause linear memory in supernovae).



Why is this interesting? • The Christodoulou memory is a unique, nonlinear effect of general relativity • The memory is non-oscillatory and only affects the “+” polarization (for quasi-circular orbits with the standard choices for e+ij , e×ij ) • Although it is a 2.5PN correction to the mass multipole moments, it affects the waveform amplitude at leading (Newtonian) order.



• The memory is hereditary: it depends on the entire past-history of the source



calculation of the memory: motivation • Little is known about the memory – For quasi-circular orbits, inspiral memory has only been computed to leading PN order [Wiseman & Will ‘92; Kennefick ’94; Arun et al. ‘04; Blanchet et al. ‘08 ] – Zero knowledge about how the memory grows and saturates to its final value post-inspiral



• Since the memory enters the waveform at leading order, it is not crazy to think that we could detect it.



• Two calculations: – Compute all PN corrections to the memory up to 3PN order – Use “effective-one-body” formalism to compute evolution of memory during the inspiral, merger, and ringdown.



Post-Newtonian calculation of the memory: • oscillatory PN waveform amplitude known to 3PN [Blanchet et.al ’08] • But memory terms computed only to leading order.



Post-Newtonian calculation of the memory: Result: expressions for waveform modes hlm and “+” polarization: [see MF, 0812.0069, Phys. Rev. D (in press)]



Post-Newtonian calculation of the memory: Result: expressions for waveform modes hlm and “+” polarization: [see MF, 0812.0069, Phys. Rev. D (in press)]



Post-Newtonian calculation of the memory: Result: expressions for waveform modes hlm and “+” polarization:



0PN



1PN



2PN



2.5PN



3PN



[MF, 0812.0069, Phys. Rev. D (in press)]



Memory in numerical relativity simulations: • Extracting the memory from NR simulations faces several challenges: – Physical memory only present in m=0 modes (for planar, quasi-circular orbits), which are numerically suppressed (2,2), (4,4), (3,2), (4,2) modes are much larger than the memory modes (2,0), (4, 0), etc..



Orbital separation decreasing 



Orbital separation decreasing 



[see MF, 0812.0069, Phys. Rev. D (in press)]



EOB calculation of memory from BH mergers: • Use EOB formalism calibrated to NR simulations to compute (2,2) mode. • Feed this into post-Newtonian calculation of the memory modes in terms of the (2,2) mode see: 0902.3660, MF, ApJL, 696, 159 0811.3451, MF, J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 154, 012043



Inspiral waves



LISA noise memory



Detectability of the memory: • will be difficult to observe w/ Advanced LIGO • likely to be visible by LISA out to redshift z d 2 Signal-to-noise ratio vs. total mass



0902.3660, MF, ApJL, 696, 159



Conclusions • The Christodoulou memory is a unique manifestation of the nonlinearity of GR that affects the waveform amplitude at Newtonian (and higher) orders. • PN corrections to the inspiral memory have been computed; this completes the waveform to 3PN order • Via EOB techniques, numerical simulations are now helping to guide and calibrate analytic studies of BH mergers---including the study of quantities not yet easily calculated with numerical relativity • Using an EOB approach, I’ve computed the growth and final saturation value of the memory. • Prospects for detecting the Christodoulou memory: – Initial LIGO: fugedaboudit! – Advanced LIGO: only if we get very lucky – LISA: should be detectable from SMBH mergers out to z ~ 2.
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